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SUMMARY

An algebraically partitioned FETI method for the solution of structural engineering problems on parallel com-
puters is presented. The present algorithm consists of three attributes: an explicit generation of the orthogonal
null-space matrix associated with the interface nodal forces, the oating subdomain rigid-body modes com-
puted from the subdomain static equilibrium equation of the classical force method and the identi�cation of
redundant interface force constraint operator that emanates when the interface force computations are localized.
Comparisons of the present method with the previously developed di�erentially partitioned FETI method are
o�ered in terms of the saddle-point formulations at the end of the paper. A companion paper reports imple-
mentation details and numerical performance of the proposed algorithm. ? 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Solution of structural mechanics problems on parallel computers o�ers a new potential for
a quantum jump in solution resolutions, modelling scales and timeliness. The developments of
computational procedures for an e�ective use of parallel computers present new challenges hereto-
fore not encountered in the use of sequential computers. For parallel computational procedures to
take a full advantage of the emerging computer architectures, several non-numerical aspects must
be incorporated in the parallel solution process.
First, the discrete structural equilibrium equations, which are often generated via the �nite el-

ement method, need to be partitioned into several substructures, each of whose interior problems
are then solved in each processor. This demands an e�cient structural problem-speci�c application
of domain decomposition techniques (e.g. see References 1 and 2). Second, the interface forces ef-
fected by substructural partitioning must be solved, which satisfy the global assembled equilibrium
condition. Ideally, this step needs to be carried out with a minimal interprocessor communication
overhead. Third, the solution variables obtained from individual processors must be easily available
for subsequent analysis=design activities.
Of numerous developments for solving structural mechanics problems on parallel computers,

the �nite element tearing and interconnecting (FETI) method is perhaps the most mature3 to date.
For example, the method has been applied to several non-trivial production-level problems and
has shown its scalability, an important algorithmic feature. Being a relatively new method, it
has been constantly undergoing enhancements. For example, it has been observed in numerical
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experiments that additional redundancies in its interface constraint conditions seem to reduce the
iteration numbers. In addition, the injection of the so-called troublesome modes also improves its
iteration performance, especially for plate and shells. Third, the accuracy loss associated with the
subdomain rigid-body modes obtained from the null space of the subdomain sti�ness matrices can
adversely impact the solution accuracy.
In views of the two formulation and solution paradigms for partitioned solution procedures, viz.,

di�erential partitioning and algebraic partitioning,4; 5 the FETI method would fall into a di�eren-
tial partitioning category. Speci�cally, the FETI method is based on the di�erentially partitioned
saddle-point framework, with an inde�nite partitioned sti�ness operators governing the structural
internal energy description even though the global assembled sti�ness matrix becomes positive def-
inite. For this reason, we will designate the FETI method of Farhat and Roux3 as a di�erentially
partitioned FETI method.
It was pointed out in our previous studies6; 7 that the di�erential and algebraic partitioning pos-

sess their distinct algorithmic advantages as well as disadvantages in the context of sequential
staggered solution procedures. However, their relative merits as applied to parallel computations
have not been carefully studied. This has motivated the present authors to formulate an alge-
braical partitioning procedure as an alternative to the di�erentially partitioned FETI method in the
hope of gaining further insight into the some of the algorithmic aspects of both the di�erential
and algebraic partitioned parallel solution procedures while preserving the principal property of
scalability.
Speci�cally, the present algebraic partitioning exploits the way the global structural sti�ness

matrix Kg is assembled and partitions it into triple product matrices:

Kg = [LT][K(s)][L]; K(s) =



K(1)

K(2)
. . .

K(ns)




so that the solution or its inversion is then carried out in three steps:

(a) solve for p(s) from [LT] p(s) = fg;
(b) solve for u(s) from [K(s)] u(s) = p(s);
(c) solve for ug from [L] ug = u(s);

where [L] is the �nite element assembly Boolean matrix, p(s) is the domain-by-domain internal
force vector, u(s) is the domain-by-domain displacement vector, [K(s)] is the domain-by-domain
substructural sti�ness matrices, fg is the applied force, ug is the displacement of the assembled
global system, and the superscript s denotes the subdomain (s=1; 2; 3; : : : ; ns) where ns is the
total number of subdomains.
First, since the row size of [L]T is in general larger than its column size, the solution of p(s) must

be augmented by a null-space basis of L. Second, the solution of u(s) must also be complemented
with a null-space basis of [K(s)] for each of the oating subdomains. Third, the inevitable relaxation
of the kinematic relation, as given in step (c) outlined above, due to subdomain-by-subdomain
parallel computations gives rise to an additional constraint for treating localized interface force
redundancies. The present paper addresses these three algorithmic attributes, which we derive
solely from kinematical considerations. To this end, the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the basic di�erentially partitioned FETI method as presented in Reference 3

as a guide and comparison source for the present algorithm based on algebraic partitioning. The
algebraic partitioning is then presented in Section 3. The description of an explicit construction of
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the orthogonal null-space matrix associated with the interface nodal forces is presented in Section 4.
A comparison with the interface constraint condition of the di�erentially partitioned FETI method
is discussed therein.
Section 5 presents the well-known concept of static equilibrium, which is utilized to derive

the rigid-body modes of the oating subdomains. This procedure bypasses the error-prone null-
space extraction process from the subdomain sti�ness matrices. Section 6 o�ers two algorithms for
constructing the localization operators for computing the interface forces. In addition, the necessary
constraint conditions for treating the redundant localized interface forces are also derived.
Section 7 presents algorithmic equivalence between the two present formalisms, viz., the global

and the localized procedures, an important algorithmic property of the present algebraic partitioning.
Section 8 presents a comparison of the present method with the di�erentially partitioned FETI
method along with discussions. Finally, discussions regarding the present algebraically partitioned
FETI methods are o�ered in Section 9. We should note that implementation aspects and numerical
evaluations of the present algorithms are detailed in a companion paper.8

2. REVIEW OF THE DIFFERENTIALLY PARTITIONED FETI METHOD

The starting point in the derivation of the FETI method is the substructural energy J (s):

J (s) = u(s)
T
f (s) − 1

2u
(s)TK(s)u(s); s = 1; 2; : : : ; ns (1)

where u(s) and f (s) are the substructure-level displacement and nodal force vectors, K(s) is the
substructural sti�ness matrix, the superscript (s) denotes the substructure domain, and ns is the
total number of substructures partitioned.
In order for the substructure-level displacement to yield the desired global displacement, u(s)

must satisfy the following interface condition:

ns∑
s=1
B(s)u(s) = 0 (2)

which states that the interface displacements obtained in the adjacent domains by a partitioned
solution procedure must be the same. Hence, B(s) is the interface displacement compatibility op-
erator consisting of 1, −1 and 0. The energy expression for the global structure is just the sum of
substructure-level energy with the constraint condition (2) augmented via Lagrange’s multipliers
as shown below:

Jtotal =
ns∑
s=1
J (s) − [Tb

ns∑
s=1
B(s)u(s) (3)

It is observed that the constraint equation (2) produces no work. The stationarity of (3) yields the
following substructure-level governing equation:

K(s)u(s) = f (s) − B(s)T[b; s = 1; 2; : : : ; ns
ns∑
s=1
B(s)u(s) = 0

(4)
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which can be written in matrix form as


K(1) · · : : : B(1)
T

· K(2) · : : : B(2)
T

· · K(3) : : : B(3)
T

· · · : : : ·
· · · : : : ·
B(1) B(2) B(3) : : : 0







u(1)

u(2)

u(3)

...

[b



=




f (1)

f (2)

f (3)

...

0




(5)

Observe that, whereas (4a) is strictly local for each substructure provided [b is known, the con-
straint equation (4b) extends over several subdomains that are connected. Nevertheless, the sub-
structural displacement vector u(s) is of local nature. This suggests a possibility of non-unique
construction of the interface displacement compatibility operator B(s). This is because, as long as
the product B(s)

T[b is unique, a variety of combinations of di�erent B(s) and [b may satisfy the
product to be unique. This has algorithmic rami�cations as will be discussed later.
The di�erentially partitioned FETI method begins with the solution of u(s) from (4a):

u(s) = K(s)
+
(f (s) − B(s)T[b)− R(s)[(s)r (6)

where K(s)
+
is a generalized inverse of K(s) and R(s) is the null-space matrix satisfying

R(s)
T
K(s)u(s) = 0 (7)

The Lagrange multipliers [(s)r denote the complementary displacement vector that accounts for the
rigid-body motions for oating substructures. Thus, the solution of u(s) by the FETI method is
reduced to the solution of the interface force [b and the complementary displacement vector [(s)r .
In order to obtain the appropriate equations for the two Lagrange multipliers, we substitute (4a)

into (7) and (6) into (4b) to arrive at[
Fb G

GT 0

]{
[b
[r

}
=

{
bb

br

}
(8)

where

Fb =
ns∑
s=1
B(s)K(s)

+
B(s)

T

G = {B(1)R(1) : : :B(Ns)R(Ns)}
[r = {[(1)r : : : [(ns)r }T

bb =
ns∑
s=1
B(s)K(s)

+
f (s)

br = {f (s)TR(s)}T; s = 1; 2; : : : ; ns

(9)

The foregoing review of the di�erentially partitioned FETI method reveals that its performance
is dictated by the three algorithmic aspects: the choice of the interface displacement compatibility
operator B(s), the accuracy of the null-space matrix R(s), and the so-called troublesome modes that
can accelerate iteration convergence. Much is now known about the three algorithmic aspects since
its �rst development in 1990. For example, Fb becomes singular whenever the interface operator
B(s) possesses redundancies when the interface nodes become cross points, i.e. a node shared by
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more than two substructures. Such redundancies are shown to accelerate the conjugate gradient
iterations.

3. ALGEBRAIC PARTITIONING OF GLOBAL DISCRETE EQUATIONS

In contrast to the di�erentially partitioned FETI method reviewed above, the present algebraic
partitioning starts with the assembled �nite element discrete equilibrium equation whose solution
matrix is given in a triple-matrix factored form:

LTK(s)Lug = fg; K(s) =



K(1)

K(2)
. . .

K(ns)


 (10)

where L is the assembly Boolean matrix that facilitates the coupling of the subdomains, K(s) is
the subdomain-by-subdomain sti�ness matrix, ug is the global nodal displacement vector, and fg is
the external force vector, respectively. It should be noted that L is uniquely given once the �nite
element discretization is complete for the entire structure.
In order to e�ect the three solution steps outlined in Introduction, we employ two important

kinematical and physical relations:

Domain-by-domain vs. Global displacement relation:

u(s) − Lug = 0 (11)

Domain-by-domain internal reaction force:

p(s) = K(s)u(s) (12)

Note that (11) is simply an algebraic statement that the substructural displacement u(s) is related
to the assembled global displacement ug by the assembly Boolean matrix L. We now outline the
present algebraically partitioned parallel FETI method below.

Step 1: Algebraic partitioning of the global domain into subdomains. This step simply involves
the algebraic domain decomposition of LT, i.e. the solution of

LTp(s) = fg (13)

For clarity of presentation purposes, we partition p(s) into two parts: those corresponding to the
interior nodal degrees of freedom for all the subdomains and those belonging to the subdomain
interfaces:

p(s) =

{
p(s)i

p(s)b

}
; u(s) =

{
u(s)i

u(s)b

}
; ug =

{
ugi

ugb

}
; fg =

{
fgi

fgb

}

L =

[
Ii 0

0 Lb

]
;

{
f (s)i

f (s)b

}
=

[
Ii 0

0 LTb
+

]
fg

(14)

where Ii is the identity matrix that accounts for all of the subdomain interior nodes, Lb is the
interface boundary nodal connectivity matrix, LTb

+ is a generalized inverse of LTb, and f
(s)
i and f (s)b

are the applied forces acting on the substructural interior and boundary nodes, respectively.
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Solving for the subdomain reaction force vector p(s) yields

p(s) = K(s)Lug =

{
f (s)i

f (s)b

}
−
{

0

Nb[b

}
(15)

where Nb is a null-space basis of LTb, and [b is the complementary contribution to the solution of
p(s) due to the algebraic partitioning. From the physical point of view, the null-space matrix Nb
is the displacement compatibility operator that satis�es the following condition:

NTbu
(s)
b = NTbLbugb = 0 (16)

Observe that the Lagrange multiplier vector [b represents a generalized domain-to-domain interface
force vector. Therefore, the present algebraic partitioning step for the solution of p(s) consists of
obtaining the two matrices, LTb

+ and Nb.
It turns out the null-space matrix NTb is a global matrix, viz., computations of the associated

interface force [b cannot be carried out independently in parallel. Hence, in order to realize their
localized subdomain-by-subdomain computations, the displacement compatibility operator NTb needs
to be localized to an uncoupled form N(s)b . This results in a relaxation of the constraint equation
(16) to

N(s)
T

bu(s) − Z�ugb = 0; Z� = N(s)
T

bLb (17)

where ugb corresponds to the global displacement at the substructural boundary nodes, and Z� is
the constraint operator on the redundant localized interface force [(s)b that must satisfy

ZT�[
(s)
b = 0 (18)

Remark 1. A simplest choice of the localized compatibility operator N(s)b would be an identity
matrix given by

N(s)b = Ib ⇒ Z� = Lb (19)

which corresponds to treating the boundary interface force [(s)b at each interface node to be inde-
pendent. This choice leads to computational simplicity as well as software modularity. This aspect
is further discussed in Sections 6 and 7.

Step 2: Subdomain-by-subdomain solution. Assuming that the subdomain reaction force vector
p(s) is obtained in Step 1 given by (15), one can solve for the subdomain displacement vector
given by

K(s)u(s) = p(s) (20)

Solving for u(s) from the internal equilibrium equation (20) yields

u(s) = F(s)p(s) − R(s)[(s)r (21)

where R(s) is the subdomain-by-subdomain rigid-body modes, [(s)r is the subdomain displacement
vector that accounts for the rigid-mode motions among the oating substructures, and F(s) is the
subdomain exibility matrix that satis�es the following property:

K(s)F(s) = F(s)K(s) = I − R(s)(R(s)TR(s))−1R(s)T (22)
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Observe that the internal reaction force p(s) must satisfy the well-known static equilibrium condi-
tion:

R(s)
T
p(s) = 0 (23)

For this reason R(s)
T
will be called a subdomain equilibrium operator.

Substituting p(s) from (15) into (21) leads to

u(s) = Lug = F(s)
{
f (s) −

{
0
Nb

}
[b
}
− R(s)[(s)r (24)

Numerically, R(s) is a null-space basis of K(s) or commonly referred to as subdomain rigid-body
modes. It will be shown that the present view of R(s) as the subdomain static equilibrium operator
leads to an algorithm for constructing it purely from kinematical considerations instead of extracting
it from K(s).

Step 3: Solution of [b and [
(s)
r . The two solution steps outlined in the preceding sections can

be brought together to form a coupled di�erence equation. As the two choices of the displacement
compatibility conditions, viz., (16) and (17), lead to two di�erent solution strategies, we describe
them in two separate subsections. It turns out the condition (16) leads to a global interface force
computation algorithm, whereas the localized condition (17) to a localized interface computation.

Case 1: Global computing of [b. First, we impose the subdomain equilibrium condition (23)
to the subdomain reaction force vector (15) to obtain

R(s)
T
(f (s) −Nb[b) = 0 (25)

where for notational simplicity we used NTb to imply 〈0 Nb〉T in an interchangeable manner.
Second, we apply the subdomain displacement compatibility conditions (16)–(24) to obtain

NTb{F(s)(f (s) −Nb[b)− R(s)[r} = 0 (26)

Combining (25) and (26) we arrive at an equation set for computing the global interface force
[b: [

NTbF
(s)Nb NTbR

(s)

R(s)
T
Nb 0

]{
[b
[(s)r

}
=

{
NTb F

(s)f (s)

R(s)
T
f (s)

}
(27)

Comparing the above equation (27) with the di�erentially partitioned FETI method (8), we con-
clude that the present global method has the same form of the FETI method, with one exception.
That is, the present global interface force vector [b consists of a linearly independent set. Also,
the solution matrix has a full rank. This may open new possibilities for solving the interface
problems (27).

Case 2: Localized Computing of [(s)b . The bulk of computations required for the solution of
[b and [(s)r from the global interface equation (27) is the term NTb F

(s)Nb[b. Hence, if it is to be
e�cient for parallel computations, this term should be computed in each processor without any
interprocessor communication. In other words, its computations need to be localized. To this end,
we employ the relaxed interface displacement compatibility condition (17) and substitute (24) for
u(s) to yield

N(s)
T

b{F(s)(f (s) −N(s)b [(s)b )− R(s)[(s)r } − Z�ugb = 0 (28)
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The present localized equation is obtained by combining (18), the localized equivalent of (25) and
(28):



N(s)

T

b F(s)N(s)b N(s)
T

b R(s) Z�

R(s)
T
N(s)b 0 0

ZT� 0 0





[(s)b

[(s)r
ugb


 =



N(s)

T

b F(s) f (s)

R(s)
T
f (s)

0


 (29)

F(s) =




F(1)

F(2)

. . .

F(ns)


 ; N(s)b =




N(1)b

N(2)b
...

N(ns)b




where we have used a localized form of the subdomain equilibrium condition (23) analogous to
the global case (25).
In passing we note that Farhat and Mandel9 recently reported a two-level FETI method in which

they introduce their ‘corner modes’ operator C with the following property:

CTwB
(s)Tw(s) = 0 (30)

Therefore, their corner modes explicitly enforce the transverse interface displacement continuity. On
the other hand, the present localization interface condition (17) constrains the redundant interface
forces. In other words, the present relaxed compatibility condition (17) is a force constraint,
whereas the constraint employed in their study is a displacement constraint. Further study of their
interrelationships, viz., B(s) vs. N(s)b and Z� vs. the ‘corner modes’ CTw, may shed some new insight
for improving iterative structural analysis methods on parallel computers.

Step 4: Solution of the global equations from the subdomain solutions. The solution vector
of the global system ug can be obtained by a least-squares projection of the domain-by-domain
solution u(s) obtained in Step 2. This is accomplished from (11) as

ug = L
+u(s)

= L+F(s){f (s) −N(s)b [(s)b } − L+R(s)[(s)r
(31)

where Nb and [b can be either the global quantities obtained from (27) or the localized quantities
obtained from (29).
We now present a procedure for deriving the global displacement compatibility operator Nb,

the static equilibrium operator R(s), the localized displacement compatibility operator N(s)b , and the
localized interface constraint operator Z�. It will be shown that these matrices are obtained solely
from kinematical considerations.

4. COMPUTATION OF THE GLOBAL DISPLACEMENT COMPATIBILITY
OPERATOR Nb

We will �rst show the computation of Nb with a four-element plane beam structure shown in
Figure 1. For this example, we partition it into four subdomains. The assembly Boolean matrix
that relates the global displacement vector ug to the subdomain displacement vector u(s) is given

Int. J. Numer. Meth. Engng., 40, 2717–2737 (1997) ? 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. Four-subdomain geometry

by

u(s) = Lug; u(s) =




u(1)1

u(1)2

u(2)1

u(2)2
u(3)

u(4)



; ug =



u1
u2
u3


 ; ui =



ux

uy

�z


 ; L =




I 0 0

0 I 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

0 I 0

0 I 0




(32)

It should be emphasized that the above �nite element assembly operator L is unique. Since L is
a (18× 9) matrix and has a column rank of 9, the null-space basis matrix Nb is a (18× 9) matrix
with its column rank of 9.
For this example problem, the null-space matrix of L is obtained by taking the compacted

second column, viz.,

�L (:; 2) =




I

I

I

I




(33)

where we have used a Matlab convention for extracting submatrices. The null space of the above
column matrix is given by

�Nb =




I 0 I

−I 0 I

0 I −I
0 −I −I




(34)

Expanding the compact form of the above null-space matrix into the full-pro�le matrix, we obtain

Nb =




0 0 0

I 0 I

−I 0 I

0 0 0

0 I −I
0 −I −I




(35)
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Note that the preceding example computation of the null-space matrix Nb is carried out explicitly
on column-by-column operations. Hence, they can be constructed with simple algebra.
As additional examples, a few sample explicit null-space matrices are given below.
For a three-node cross point, we have

�L =



1

1

1


 ⇒ �Nb =



1 1

−1 1

0 −2


 (36)

and for a �ve-node cross point, �Nb is given by

�L =




1

1

1

1

1




⇒ �Nb =




1 0 1 1

−1 0 1 1

0 1 −1 1

0 −1 −1 1

0 0 0 −2




(37)

To summarize, the present displacement compatibility operator Nb is computed from the �nite
element assembly Boolean matrix L which is unique. The null-space extraction is carried out on
the compacted column-by-column vectors. In addition, the explicit null-space formulas developed
herein yield an orthogonal Nb matrix, thus yielding the subdomain displacement compatibility
operator Nb to consist of linearly independent basis vectors.
In practice, each column is normalized to form an orthonormal matrix, which is shown to o�er

bene�cial e�ects on the condition number of the resulting preconditioned iteration matrix. Note also
that each column constitutes an orthogonal basis, a contrast to B(s) matrix used in the di�erential
FETI method (2).

5. COMPUTATION OF SUBDOMAIN EQUILIBRIUM OPERATOR R(s)

This section presents two methods of computing the subdomain equilibrium operator R(s). It should
be recalled that this operator is physically subdomain rigid-body modes. This distinction, namely,
the subdomain equilibrium operator vs. the subdomain rigid-body modes, although referring to the
same physical behaviour, leads to two distinct algorithms for constructing R(s).
If one views R(s) as a null-space matrix of the subdomain sti�ness matrix K(s), R(s) must

be obtained from K(s) whenever it becomes singular. On the other hand, by taking the present
approach of regarding it as the subdomain equilibrium operator, its construction algorithm can be
purely kinematic. It is the latter viewpoint we are adopting.
There is another important consequence that accrues from the present viewpoint. When one

views R(s) simply as rigid-body modes, its major role is to bring the oating subdomains together
kinematically. However, if we recall the subdomain equilibrium equation (25) below

R(s)
T
(f (s) −Nb[b) = 0 (25)

it becomes clear that its accuracy dictates the accuracy of the subdomain equilibrium, an important
consideration. In other words, the role of R(s) is far more than just bringing the subdomains back
together geometrically; it inuences the accuracy of the subdomain equilibrium, consequently the
accuracy of the global force residual solution.

Int. J. Numer. Meth. Engng., 40, 2717–2737 (1997) ? 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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We will �rst o�er a review of computing both K(s)
+
and R(s). We will then show the present

approach, �rst, for elements with both translational and rotational degrees of freedom. The case
of elements with only translational degrees of freedom will then follow.

5.1. Computations of R(s) employed in the di�erentially partitioned FETI method

In the di�erentially partitioned FETI method, the null-space matrix of K(s) is constructed as
follows. For each subdomain s, the rank of K(s) is determined and K(s) is rearranged as

K(s) =
[
K(cc) K(cr)
K(rc) K(rr)

]
(38)

where K(cc) is a square matrix with a full rank. Then, a generalized inverse K(s)
+
and R(s) are

computed according to

K(s)
+
=

[
K−1(cc) 0

0 0

]
; R(s) =

[−K−1(cc)K(cr)
I

]
(39)

We now present the present procedure for deriving the subdomain equilibrium operator R(s) from
the classical static equilibrium considerations.

5.2. Computation of R(s) for subdomains with translational and rotational degrees of freedom

Consider a completely free–free domain where three translational and three moments are acting
as shown in Figure 2. In order for the domain to be in statical equilibrium, the sum of the forces
and moments with respect to a �xed point must vanish. This static equilibrium condition can be
written in matrix form as[

I3 0

f(1) I3

]{
Q(1)
M(1)

}
+
[
I3 0

f(2) I3

]{
Q(2)
M(2)

}
+ : : : +

[
I3 0

f(n) I3

]{
Q(n)
M(n)

}
= 0 (40)

where I3 is the (3×3)-identity matrix, Qi and Mi designate the three translational force vector and
three moments at node i, respectively, and f(i) is the well-known skew symmetric matrix given
by

f(i) =




0 −(zi − z0) (yi − y0)
(zi − z0) 0 −(xi − x0)
−(yi − y0) (xi − x0) 0


 (41)

in which (xi; yi; zi) and (x0; y0; z0) are the co-ordinates at node i and the reference node 0, respec-
tively.
Observe that, in view of (23) or (25), the static subdomain equilibrium operator R(s) can be
obtained from (40) as

R(s)
T
= [ r1 r2 : : : rn ]
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Figure 2. Subdomain with both translational and rotational displacements

ri =
[
I3 0
f(i) I3

]
=




1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 −(zi − z0) (yi − y0) 1 0 0

(zi − z0) 0 −(xi − x0) 0 1 0

−(yi − y0) (xi − x0) 0 0 0 1




(42)

In the above equation the six rows in ri correspond to (u; v; w; �x; �y; �z) rigid modes, where (u; v; w)
and (�x; �y; �z) are three translational displacements and three rotations, respectively. Hence, for
completely free–free subdomains the computation of subdomain equilibrium operator is a simple
task. Let us now consider when the domain is partially constrained.

5.2.1. When u at (x0; y0; z0) is �xed. For this case, we have no u-directional rigid mode. Thus,
we must eliminate the �rst row and columns corresponding to the u-mode:

r0 =




1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1




... (43)

ri =




1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

−(zi − z0) (yi − y0) 1 0 0

0 −(xi − x0) 0 1 0

(xi − x0) 0 0 0 1



; i 6= 0
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5.2.2. When u at (x0; y0; z0) and (xp; yp; zp) are �xed. For this case not only u-mode disappears
but also rotational modes must be constrained out. This is accomplished as follows. We obtain the
distance vector from node 0 to node p:

d0p = (xp − x0) i + (yp − y0) j+ (zp − z0)k (44)

then perform the cross product d0p × i to obtain

d0p × i = −(yp − y0)k + (zp − z0) j (45)

Depending upon the value of the co-ordinates of d0p, we have the following rotational constraints:

(a) If (yp − y0) = 0 then j or �y-mode must be constrained;
(b) If (zp − z0) = 0 then k or �z-mode must be constrained;
(c) Finally, if (yp − y0) 6=0 and (zp − z0) 6=0, then both �y-mode and �z-mode must be con-

strained. Other cases can be similarly dealt with.

5.3. Computation of R(s) for subdomains with only translational degrees of freedom

The preceding algorithm is applicable to all of the �nite elements whose nodal degrees of
freedom include rotational ones. For truss and solid elements which have only three translational
ones, one must also construct the rotational rigid modes.
The translational and moment equilibrium equation for a solid can be obtained as follows (see

Figure 3): [
I3
f(1)

]
{Q(1)}+

[
I3
f(2)

]
{Q(2)}+ : : : +

[
I3
f(n)

]
{Q(n)} = 0 (46)

where Qi designates the three translational force vector at node i, and f(i) is given by (41).
Therefore, the subdomain equilibrium operator R(s) becomes

R(s)
T
= [ r1 r2 : : : rn ]

ri =
[
I3
f(i)

]
=




1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

0 −(zi − z0) (yi − y0)
(zi − z0) 0 −(xi − x0)
−(yi − y0) (xi − x0) 0




(47)

It should be noted that the procedure for treating the partially constrained boundary conditions
follows the same steps o�ered in the previous section.

Remark 2. The present procedure for obtaining the necessary oating subdomain equilibrium
operator is element-independent. In other words, higher-order stress/strain enrichments will not
a�ect the outcome as long as the elements under consideration are rank-su�cient.
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Figure 3. Subdomain with translational displacement only

6. LOCALIZATION OPERATOR N(s)b AND INTERFACE FORCE CONSTRAINT
OPERATOR Z�

It turns out that there are several possibilities for computing the localized interface force constraint
operator Z� used in (28). We illustrate two possibilities with the plane beam example shown in
Figure 1. Note that, for this example case, the interface force Qb is given by

Qb = Nb[b =




0 0 0

I 0 I

−I 0 I

0 0 0

0 I −I
0 −I −I






[1
[2
[3


 (48)

Of several possibilities we present two realizations: maximal redundancy and minimal redundancy.

6.1. Maximally redundant case

If one introduce a localized interface force for every non-zero entries in (48), then one obtains

Qb = Nb[b = N(s)b [
(s)
b ; N(s)b =




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I I 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 −I I 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 I −I 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 −I −I




; [(s)b =




[(1)1
[(1)2
[(2)1
[(2)2
[(3)1
[(3)2
[(4)1
[(4)2




(49)
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Thus, their redundancy constraint operator Z� can be obtained as

[(s)b = L�[b; L� =




I 0 0

0 0 I

I 0 0

0 0 I

0 I 0

0 0 I

0 I 0

0 0 I




; Z� =




I 0 0 0 0

0 0 I 0 I

−I 0 0 0 0

0 0 −I 0 I

0 I 0 0 0

0 0 0 I −I
0 −I 0 0 0

0 0 0 −I −I




(50)

It should be noted that Z� satis�es the following redundancy constraint condition on the localized
Lagrange multipliers:

ZT�[(s) = 0 (18)

6.2. Minimally redundant case

If one introduce a localized interface force for each of the non-zero row in (48), then one
obtains

Qb = Nb[b = N(s)b [
(s)
b ; N(s)b =




0 0 0 0

I 0 0 0

0 I 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 I 0

0 0 0 I



; [(s)b =




[(1)

[(2)

[(3)

[(4)




(51)

so that L� becomes Nb given by (34).
By rearranging Qb in terms of the interior and the boundary nodes, the non-trivial part of Qb

can be simply written as

Qb = I
(s)
b [

(s)
b ; I(s)b =




I 0 0 0

0 I 0 0

0 0 I 0

0 0 0 I



; Qb =

{
0

Qb

}
(52)

Therefore, the corresponding localization interface constraint operator is obtained as

Z� = Lb = 〈I I I I〉T (53)

which indicates that the localized Lagrange redundant multipliers satis�es the following constraint:

([(1) + [(2) + [(3) + [(4)) = 0 (54)

Thus, the preceding localized interface displacement operator to be an identity matrix I(s)b and
the Lagrange multipliers redundancy constraint operator given by the interface assembly matrix
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Figure 4. Minimally redundant choice and the resulting I(s)b and Lb: (a) by assigning at each boundary nod a set of
independent interface variable, the interface operator becomes I(s)b as given by (52). Note that only interface nodal dofs
information is all that is necessary for each subdomain; (b) the corresponding localized redundant Lagrange multipliers
constraint condition is the fem assembly operator at the interface boundary given by Lb perhaps the simplest choice and

implementation ease

Lb are uniquely determined from the �nite element assembly Boolean operator L. This simplicity
constitutes a key algorithmic and implementation feature of the present algebraically partitioned
FETI method as shown in Figure 4.
Substituting (52b) and (53) into the localized equation (29a), one obtains


I(s)

T

b F(s)I(s)b I(s)
T

b R(s) Lb

R(s)
T
I(s)b 0 0

LTb 0 0





[(s)b
[(s)r
ugb


 =



I(s)

T

b F(s)f (s)

R(s)
T
f (s)

0


 (55)

From now on the above equation will be referred to as localized algebraically partitioned FETI
equation, or simply the A-FETI equation.

7. ALGORITHMIC EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN THE GLOBAL AND LOCALIZED
PARTITIONED FORMULATIONS

In the preceding sections we have shown that the simplest localization choice is to choose the
localization operator N(s)b to be the identity matrix corresponding to the interface degrees of free-
dom of each subdomain, and the interface force constraint operator Z� to be the interface nodal
assembly operator Lb. In this section we establish that the global formulation (27) and the local-
ized formulation (29) or (55) are algorithmically equivalent. By algorithmic equivalence we refer
to the property that the number of iterations required to solve the system equations are the same,
provided both employ the same preconditioner. To demonstrate the equivalence property, �rst we
obtain a projection operator of the interface force constraint matrix Lb given by

P‘ = I − Lb(LTbLb)−1LTb ; PT‘ Lb = 0 (56)

Second, we express the localized interface force [(s)b as

[(s)b = P‘ [̂(s)b (57)
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Introducing this and premultiplying its �rst row of (55) by PT‘ we obtain

P‘I

(s)T

b F(s)I(s)b P‘ P‘I
(s)T

b R(s) P‘Lb

R(s)
T
I(s)b P‘ 0 0

LTbP‘ 0 0





[̂(s)b
[(s)r
ugb


 =



P‘I

(s)T

b F(s)f (s)

R(s)
T
f (s)

0


 (58)

Observe that, by (56b), the solution matrix of the above equation is reduced to

P‘I

(s)T

b F(s)I(s)b P‘ P‘I
(s)T

b R(s) P‘Lb

R(s)
T
I(s)b P‘ 0 0

LTbP‘ 0 0


 =



P‘N

(s)T

b F(s)I(s)b P‘ P‘I
(s)T

b R(s) 0

R(s)
T
I(s)b P‘ 0 0

0 0 0


 (59)

Therefore, (58) reduces to[
P‘I

(s)T

b F(s)I(s)b P‘ P‘I
(s)T

b R(s)

R(s)
T
I(s)b P‘ 0

]{
[̂(s)b
[(s)r

}
=

{
P‘I

(s)T

b F(s)f (s)

R(s)
T
f (s)

}
(60)

Comparing equation (60) with the global formulation (27), they would be algorithmically equiv-
alent if the following relations hold:

I(s)b P‘ = NbN
T
b ⇔ [̂(s)b = NTb[b (61)

When one employs the minimally redundant localization operator, the above equivalence relations
hold. As an example, let us take the four-subdomain problem shown in Figure 1. For this case,
we have from (53) and (56)

I(s)b P‘ =
1
4



3I −I −I −I
−I 3I −I −I
−I −I 3I −I
−I −I −I 3I


 = NbNTb ; Nb =



I=
√
2 0 I=2

−I=√2 0 I=2

0 I=
√
2 −I=2

0 −I=√2 −I=2


 (62)

Observe that Nb given by (62b) is the orthonormalized, compacted form of (48). Clearly, then
we have by using (61) and (62):

I(s)b P‘ [̂
(s)
b =



I=
√
2 0 I=2

−I=√2 0 I=2

0 I=
√
2 −I=2

0 −I=√2 −I=2


 [̂(s)b = Nb[b (63)

so that the equivalence relations (60) and (27) are seen to hold.

Remark 3. The equivalence established between the global formulation (27) and the localized
formulation (55) of the present algebraically partitioned method provides an important property.
That is, it is not necessary to evaluate the algorithmic performance on parallel computers as far as
iterative convergence properties are concerned. The interprocessor communications requirements
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can then be estimated before the localized formulation (27) is implemented, thus facilitating algo-
rithmic evaluations. In fact, this is the approach we have taken in the companion paper.8

Remark 4. From the present algebraically partitioned formalism, there exists no apparent justi�-
cation to infuse additional modes, except the redundant interface force constraint operator Z� = Lb
(19) and (53). This suggests that di�erent localizations may lead to di�erent localization constraints
that need to be augmented to the interface problems. However, we have not been able to sys-
tematize the corner modes of Farhat and Mandel9 within the context of the present formalism.

8. COMPARISON OF THE PRESENT FORMULATION WITH THE DIFFERENTIALLY
PARTITIONED FETI METHOD

The starting point of the present derivation is the globally assembled �nite element equation for
structures. As with any work which has rich and fast-evolving heritage, the di�erentially partitioned
FETI (D-FETI) method has been undergoing a rapid maturity. Therefore, it would be instructive
for us to o�er similarities as well as di�erences as best as we could have done. Our comparison
is summarized in Table I below.
Based on the above summary table, we o�er the following comments:

1. To the best of our knowledge, the construction of B(s) matrix is not uniquely determined.
We note that this may o�er added exibility in the di�erentially partitioned FETI (D-CFETI)
method as to tailor it for di�erent situations. On the other hand, once the structure is dis-
cretized, L matrix is �xed once for all. While this may not o�er any exibility, this does
o�er a �xed reference matrix from which all of the present kinematic interface constraint
matrices are deduced.

2. We have employed the classical static equilibrium operator as the basis for obtaining the
oating modes, thus by-passing the computations of nullspace matrices for each oating sub-
domain. It should be noted that the static equilibrium operator thus derived must provide dual
roles of being the rigid-body modes and at the same time assuring that the individual oating
substructure satis�es its equilibrium condition under given interface Lagrange multipliers.

3. The solution matrices of the present method, viz., the matrices in the left-hand sides of (27)
and (55), possess their full rank. On the other hand, the solution matrix in the di�eren-
tially partitioned FETI (D-FETI) method given by (8) becomes rank-de�cient whenever any
subdomain has a cross point.

Table I. Comparison of D-FETI with present A-FETI method

Attributes D-FETI Present A-FETI method

Interface condition
∑ns B(s)u(s) = 0 (2) u(s) − Lug = 0 (11)

Floating modes

[−K−1cc Kcr
I

]
(39)

[
I 0 : : :

f I : : :

]
(40)–(47)

Localization constraint ?? ITbu
(s)
b − Lbugb = 0 (18)

Corner modes CT
∑Ns B(s)u(s) = 0 (30) ??

Solution matrix Generally rank-de�cient Full rank
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4. Regarding the localization constraint condition (18) of the present method and the corner
modes of the di�erentially partitioned FETI2,9; 10 we o�er the following discussion:

In terms of the saddle-point formulation, the added corner mode constraint quoted in (30)
from Farhat and Mandel9 and Mandel et al.10 would take the following functional form:∗

JDFETI = u(s)
T
(f (s) − 1

2K
(s)u(s))− [(s)Tb (B(s)u(s))− [(s)Tc (CTB(s)u(s)) (64)

Stationarity of the above functional would lead to the following set of equations:

K(s)u(s) = f (s) − B(s)T[(s)b − B(s)TC[(s)c
B(s)u(s) = 0 (65)

CTB(s)u(s) = 0

which leads to the following system of equations:



F(s)I F(s)I C G(s)

CTF(s)I CTF(s)I C CTG(s)

G(s)
T

G(s)
T
C 0





[(s)b
[(s)c
[(s)r


 =




B(s)
T

b K(s)
+
f (s)

CTB(s)
T

b K(s)
+
f (s)

R(s)
T
f (s)


 (66)

F(s)I = B(s)K(s)
+
B(s)

T
; G(s) = R(s)B(s)

T

We note that the subdomain exibility F(s)I must be utilized in computing [(s)c . In addition,
the solution of [(s)b must account for the coupling matrix F(s)I C in the solution matrix.
The present localized saddle-point functional is given by

JAFETI = u(s)
T
(f (s) − 1

2K
(s)u(s))− [(s)Tb (ITbu

(s)
b − Z�ugb) (67)

which leads to (29) and (55) as reproduced here for comparison clarity:



F(s)b R(s)b Lb

R(s)
T

b 0 0

LTb 0 0





[(s)b
[(s)r
ugb


 =



I(s)

T

b F(s)f (s)

R(s)
T
f (s)

0


 ;

F(s)b = I(s)
T

b F(s)I(s)b

R(s)b = I(s)
T

b R(s)
(68)

Observe that, if one views the interface global displacement ugb as additional Lagrange mul-
tipliers, it is coupled to [(s)b only through the kinematic operator Lb, thus not involving any
subdomain exibility F(s)b .

Thus, the crucial di�erence is that the di�erentially partitioned FETI (D-FETI) method must
introduce the undetermined Lagrange multipliers [(s)c in order to enforce the constraint condition
(65c). In contrast, the present formulation (A-FETI) utilizes ugb as an independent unknown,
namely, the global displacement vector at the domain interfaces. This is a consequence of utilizing
the well-known �nite element assembly equation (11), we believe.

∗The saddle-point functional we adopt herein is not identical to the one utilized in Farhat and Mandel. Speci�cally, the
corner modes constraint is di�erently incorporated. Hence, this may add an alternative way of implementing the corner
modes
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9. DISCUSSIONS

An algebraically partitioned FETI method is presented for the solution of large-scale computational
mechanics problems on parallel computers. The present method enjoys the following features:
The method yields a full-rank solution matrix with or without the cross subdomain interfacing

points for both the global interface formulation (27) and the localized interface formulation (29)
or (55) or (68). In particular, for the localized formulation (68), the use of the interface force
constraint condition (18) satis�es its rank-su�ciency requirement.
The global subdomain displacement compatibility operator, Nb or localized Ib, can be explicitly

constructed using only the partitioned subdomain connectivity topology.
Likewise, the subdomain force equilibrium operator R(s) can be explicitly constructed using only

the �nite element mesh geometries, thus by-passing the use of subdomain sti�ness matrices which
can be error prone for complex subdomain meshes. The resulting matrix is independent of system
non-linearities and element embelishments. One important application of the present subdomain
force equilibrium operator R(s) or oating modes is in the development of a so-called matrix-
free FETI algorithm for a class of highly nonlinear problems. For these problems, as the tangent
sti�ness matrices are not available, the present approach is perhaps the only way to compute the
subdomain oating modes. This algorithm is currently under active development by the authors.
The use of the subdomain force equilibrium condition (23) or (25) sheds physical insight into

the importance of the high-accuracy requirement of the subdomain force equilibrium operator R(s).
In viewing R(s) as subdomain rigid-body modes, its role is to kinematically patch the oating
domains together. In the present view, it not only patches up the oating subdomains together, but
more importantly must satisfy the subdomain equilibrium.
The constraint condition on the localized interface Lagrange multipliers given by (18) manifests

naturally from the domain-by-domain vs. global displacement relation given by (11), a fundamental
feature of the present algebraically partitioned FETI method. This and other features of the present
method compared with the di�erentially partitioned FETI method are summarized in Table I in
Section 8.
It has been shown that the global and localized formulations given by (26) and (28) are al-

gorithmically equivalent. This means that, as long as they employ the same preconditioner, their
iterative e�ciency would be the same. Their major di�erences are in their respective interprocessor
communication needs.
The solution matrices of the present method both in the global formulation (27) and the localized

formulation (29) retain their full ranks. On the other hand, the solution matrix in the di�erentially
partitioned FETI method given by (8) becomes rank-de�cient whenever any subdomain has a
cross point. This may o�er additional solution strategies for the present algebraically partitioned
formalism.
While the di�erentially partitioned FETI method with corner modes as given by (65) may be

computationally more intensive than the present algebraically partitioned FETI method (67), the
former may o�er commensurate computational e�ciency. Undoubtedly, their di�erences would lead
to di�erent computer implementations and consequently di�ering computational performance. Both
the implementational ease and the iterative e�ciency of the present method is not well evaluated,
however. We will report on the computer implementation details and some preliminary numerical
evaluations of the present algebraically partitioned FETI method in a companion paper.8
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